Do You Know Revel? – Criminal Justice Video
TRANSCRIPT

There it is. And there. And there.

When your student lights up because they just got it. You watch it in real time, and you can’t get enough of it. Let’s make it happen more often.

Enter Revel. A digital learning platform that makes your students feel the connection between their classroom and the world.

Revel doesn’t just bring learning to life; it brings real life to learning.

Your students will dive into a compelling world of policing, courts, and corrections.

With Revel Criminal Justice, course content comes alive through videos and animations woven directly into the author’s narrative.

**Author Explanatory Videos** let students hear directly from the author, who illuminates concepts with relevant examples.

**Point/Counterpoint Videos** present two opposing evidence-based arguments to help students learn how to analyze criminal justice issues.

To help students experience criminal justice, Revel offers simulations that let them put concepts into practice.

**Virtual Laboratory Exercises** let students experience a day in the life of a forensic scientist by using 360-degree photography, microscope imagery, and explanatory videos.

**Case Simulations** pose hypothetical situations to give students practice with communicating, self-managing, problem solving, and working through community issues.

Finally, **interactive maps, figures, and tables** contain Social Explorer technology that allows students to engage with real-world data, instead of simply viewing it.

Revel inspires and empowers students to apply their learning, not just in your course, but in their lives today, and their future careers.

To learn more about how Revel can enhance teaching and learning in your course, contact your Pearson representative today!